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Portfolio
I’m Joe Broome and I’m a teacher at Akins High School in Austin Texas. I
love my job it took a lot to get here to the best school at which I have ever
taught. I got my BA in Fine Arts at Loyola and then my Teacher’s Certificate
in All-Level-Art at Houston Baptist University. I then received my Masters in
Educational Leadership Technology at George Washington University in
Washington DC. I now teach Digital and Interactive Media using
(Photoshop and an introduction to all the software on the computers),
Animation using (Flash and Hand Drawn projects), Advanced Animation
using (Maya and After Effects) and Videogame Design using (Unity3D, C++
and C#). My goal is to create digital media businesses which will employ
my students and family.
1. Background One Project

I used Flash to create this simple background for my first project in
Animation class. I used a rectangle tool with a gradient for the sky and then
outlined my clouds and filled them. I drew mountain shapes and had to
close every shape to fill it with a color. I did the same for the hills and the
water.

2. Project Two Characters

I did research to find good looking butterflies and copied the one I liked
loosely. I also looked at images of explosions to create mine but I made up
the lightning on my own.

3. First Flash Animation

https://youtu.be/A2bFFDSePD8
I used the timeline, motion tweens, frames and key frames to create a short
animation that we worked on as a class. The butterfly was and repeated
animation in the library and I also used a motion preset for the smoke.
4. Magix Music Studio

https://youtu.be/zb2hk0jASeQ
I’m using Magix to create music for my Animations.

5. Hand Drawn Ball Bounce Animation

https://youtu.be/Mb_PFV-Le2s
I used pencil and paper to draw 30 circles in a sequence which created the illusion
of bouncing with timing and spacing.
6. Animation Test 1

https://youtu.be/FNoQeKcsoZg
I had to make this animation on my own using writen instructions. I included
transparent objects, an animated symbol and items using the elements and
principles of design.

7. Tshirt Contest

I used Flash to create this tshirt design for a tshirt contest.
8. Drum Animation

https://youtu.be/uAzPkYAYLIE
I drew this anmiation to practice a flip motion with more than one timing and
spacing speeds.

9. Script One
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EXT: FADE IN A BEAUTIFUL PARK IN AUSTIN TX WITH WIND BLOWING THE
TREES AND MUSIC FROM A BAND IN THE BACKGROUND.
People are dancing and singing as they walk toward the music.
INT: ADMINISTRATOR OF THE FESTIVAL ARE MEETING AND LOOKING
CONFUSED.
One administrator is yelling at the other.
EXT: THE CROWD ROUNDS THE CORNER EXPOSING THE MUSIC STAGE
The stage is set up completely up side down.

10.Naviance

I used Naviance to pick and document my classes.

11. Story Board

I used Photoshop and a storyboard template to create this storyboard for
my children’s book animation using the script I wrote myself.

12.Zombi Animation

https://youtu.be/5XCKjJkgRZU
I used mutliple scenes, animated symbols and an audio track to create this
short animation.

13. Egg Skirt Animation

https://youtu.be/uTjrTQGPEig
I hand drew this short animation to show the movement of cloth in the air.

14.Fleming Video

https://youtu.be/ab1r53tfqwY
I used color keying to create this animation with my fellow student’s
animations.

15.Flash Bones and Motion Presets

https://youtu.be/2BnHPHEB5qc
I used the Bone Tool and one of the Motion Presets in Flash to create this
short animation of a horse crossing a river.
16.Children’s Book Animation

https://youtu.be/k3qezjFaqes
I wrote the script for this animation, then made the storyboard, I selected
the audio and animated it in Flash. Finally I edited it in Premiere.

17. Game Sketch for Game Developer

I used a hand drawn image I made for a video game designer and scanned it
into the computer. I then used Photoshop to resized and clean it up and
Flash to create this image.
18. Demo Reel

https://youtu.be/iuIIe2DvVME
I used Premiere and all my project which I have done this year to create this
Demo Reel.

19. Hand Drawn Double Take

https://youtu.be/GkjSDuugwPs
I did this hand drawn animation of a double take to practice turning an
object.
20. Independent Animation Script

I used word and the professional screen writing formate to create this
script for my independent animation.

21. Independent Animations Storyboard

I used Photoshop and a storyboard template to create this storyboard for
my independent animation.
22. Indie Characters

I created these characters in Flash for my independent animation.

23. Indie Backgrounds

I created these backgrounds for my independent animation to match my
storyboard.\

24. Indie Animation

https://youtu.be/j2jHd1_dyz4
I created this animation in flash which is one minuite or longer and tells a
story.

25. SLO Test 2

https://youtu.be/4Vp7lQYpuGs
I created this short video for my SLO test.
26. Certiport Certification Test

I took the certificaiton test for Flash on Certiport web site.

27. Web Portfolio

I used wix.com to create this web portfolio.
http://newworldchief.wix.com/joebroome5period

